Statistical analysis of functional observational battery (FOB) data presents special problems in that there are three different types of data collected (continuous, count, and categorical), all of which are measured in a repeated manner across time. Initial measurements are made before any treatment is applied, and proper use of these individual control values must lbe determined. A coherent structure for the analysis of such data is laid out, and exa.mples of applications are presented. Rationale for the approaches used are described. Behavioral characteristics of the statistical tests are summarized for one FOB experiment to show that the tests indeed perform properly. The availability and ease of use of the SAS statistical software employed, including the key analysis procedures PROC CATMOD and PROC GLM, and of the SASGRAPH graphics procedures and their importance to data evaluation in the FOB are fully described. Cautions about these procedures and further statistical research and development needs are summarized.
INTRODUCTION HIS ARTICLE DEALS WITH THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS of each test contained within a
T functional observational battery (FOB) screen as constructed by the Environmental Protection Agency EPA,('$*) It should be emphasized at the outset that the purpose is to examine the analysis approach for the individual tests. The focus is not on any decision functions to be used that may be based on the outcomles of these or other individual tests, although of course the statistical properties of the analytic procedures determine whether individual tests are declared "significant or not significant." The false positive or false negative rates are, therefore, important issues in the final decision process.
The FOB data (Table 1) 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
The schematic for our approach to analysis of the FOB data is presented in Figure 1 . All data analyses were carried out using SAS, a statistical analysis and data management software package available on such mainframe computers as the IBM and the VAX, among others. (3-5) It currently is also available on the IBM PC/AT microcomputer. Other similar packages probably could be used to carry out most of the statistical and graphics data analysis procedures described here.
Long and detailed discussions between the statistician and the toxicologist led to the evolutionary development of this process. Because of the masses of data to be analyzed, implementation of the analytic template procedures would have to be manageable by technicians, yet the analyses had to be sophisticated and flexible enough to analyze the three possible kinds of data in a routine, acceptable, and understandable fashion. Post-hoc tests to define where specific doses and time points showed significant effects had to be incorporated. The final result is outlined in Figure 1 , with detailed explanation and examples of each step discussed in succeeding sections. The basic idea is to deal with only two kinds of data, continuous and categorical, with the count data relegated to one or the other on the basis of their particular characteristics. The continuous data flowed through a repeated measures analysis of covariance followed by post-hoc tests where significant differences were indicated. The categorical data flowed through a repeated measures analysis of categorical data with two branches depending on whether the data were rank order or descriptive. Significant results for this test were followed by examination of special 3-D histograms generated from the data or by examination of univariate test results available through the statistical routines being implemented.
CONTINUOUS DATA
Continuous data were analyzed by a general linear model using each rat's time 0 value as a covariate. The rat's subsequent values were adjusted for the initial time 0 value, and the adjusted values were then subjected to a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), using a grouping factor of dose, with repeated measures across time for each animal.
The output from such an analysis looks like the one taken from the chlordimeform (CDM) analysis of male body weights (Table 2) The Williams test is used in the comparison of dose treatment means with a control mean to determine the lowest dose level at which there is evidence for a difference from control. The Bartlett test is used to determine if the homoscedasticity (equality of variance) assumption is satisfied across dose groups. These features are obtained through PROC TABLES, as described in SAS's SUGI Supplemental Library User's Guide, 1983 edition.c9)
The post-hoc analyses for the continuous data just discussed would only occur if the overall analysis had indicated significant dose or dose-by-time effect. This fact is indicated at the bottom left side of Figure 1 . Other post-hoc tests are available, including univariate tests at each time point with appropriate adjustments to significance levels resulting from multiple testing.
One could have analyzed difference scores for the continuous data subtracting the time 0 values from the other values for each animal. However, these difference scores leave some variance in the change score wholly a result of the level of the dose value. This could distort the relationship of the change score to the dose variable. For a while, both analyses were run, with results as shown in Table 3 . No substantial differences in results were found. The only statistical test affected was the one for dose. The within-subject analyses are identical. In our example, the same significant doses were indicated by the two analyses at each time point. The covariate analysis was employed because statistically we thought it was the proper procedure to use.
COUNT DATA
The count data can be handled by the analysis techniques for continuous data following appropriate transformation, or if the counts are small, they may be analyzed using the techniques developed for categorical data. We can see why this is so by looking at the histograms in Figure 3 .
The top two histograms are for supported rears (males and females), and the bottom two are for unsupported rears. Although these two measures have been combined into one rears variable in our current studies, they provide an excellent example for our purposes here. Note that even without the typical square root transformation, the top two have a fairly nice bell-shaped distribution. The distributions for unsupported rears, however, would look almost the same even after a square root transformation, since the 0 and 1 values would not change at all. In the first case, then, we employ continuous data analysis techniques, whereas in the second, we 
CATEGORICAL DATA
The analysis procedure for categorical data uses a categorical data modeling procedure within the SAS analysis package, called CATMOD.(*) CATMOD fits linear models to functions of response frequencies and can be used for weighted least-squares estimation of parameters for a wide range of general linear models, including repeated measures analyses. This approach allows for testing the significance of sources of variation as reflected by the model, and relegates analysis of categorical data to a subclass of problems that can be handled by weighted regression. This unification is worthwhile because of the simplicity with which models and hypotheses can be formulated and tested. This methodology represents a categorical data analog to the repeated measures ANOVA described earlier for the continuous data. Chi-square test statistics are obtained by methods developed and described originally by Grizzle, et CATMOD analyzes data that can be represented by a two-dimensional contingency table. The rows in our case correspond to dose populations, and the columns correspond to observed responses.
The rank (ordinal) data use analysis of mean score functions, whereas the descriptive data were analyzed using marginal probability functions. Post-hoc analyses again may be carried out, although any examination of the data beyond the overall test should be considered as exploratory in nature. Univariate tests plots of the data at each time point were found to be the easiest procedure to determine how the differences in response were manifesting themselves across the doses and repeated measurements. A particularly effective data presentation to show both time and dose effects on a categorical type variable is available through SASGRAPH and is demonstrate in the analysis example for the categorical data that follow.
A representative example of a typical categorical variable, again taken from the CDM experiment, with the data sorted by dose for the ordinal variable EASE OF HANDLING, is shown in Table 4 . Y1 through Y4 represent the time points at which each animal was tested. Note that EASE OF HANDLING scores with values of 2 through 5 were obtained across the time points and dose levels observed.
A plot of the data (Fig. 4) shows a definite dose effect at time 1, with a smaller effect possibly still present at time 2. The SAS analysis for these data is given in Table 5 . The response profiles The univariate analysis results (Table 6) show no differences at time 0, which is good, since the animals have not received ainy dose at this point. There is a definite effect at time 1 (1 hr), a marginally significant effect at time 2 ( 5 hr), and no remaining effect at 24 hr, matching our judgments drawn from the data plot.
The SAS code that produced the analysis is shown in Figure 5 . The first section of this code reads the observed data and assigns a count of 1 to each record, since each record represents 1 rat. A second set of dummy responses weighted as 0.00001 (1 one-hundred-thousandth) of an animal is then created and merged with the original data as a precaution to prevent singularities in the computational process. This is explained fully in the SAS manual and in the reference articles and has no impact on the response function or data analysis test results. Four rows of weights are used by CATMOD1 to generate the mean scores for each of the four time periods. The weights to be used are determined by the number of response categories, and are always the same for each, whether the categories of responses are 0-3, 1 4 , 2-5, or any other set of four scores. This makes it easy for a computer technician to learn how to fill in the necessary analysis template for a particular set of data.
Almost all of the categorical variables were eventually regarded as graded response variables, so that the above analysis was used. For those few descriptive variables remaining, CATMOD was used with marginal probability scores. This analysis is similar to the example given. Since it played a much lesser role in the analysis scheme, it is not covered here.
DISCUSSION
The CATMOD procedure for categorical data and the GLM procedure for covariate analysis of continuous data present a nice package, with similar repeated measures types of analyses for both types of data. Both analyses are available in a well-known and now almost universally available statistical software package (SAS) that can also provide data archiving and retrieval capabilities and sophisticated yet understandable statistical analyses. From our experience with hundreds of such analyses, we find that the categorical procedure is well behaved and reliable. It presents results that are interpretable in an analogous manner to the usual repeated measures analysis of continuous data.
GSK (CATMOD) statistical procedures are advocated for use in the analysis of FOB categorical data because of the repeated measures design of the experimental process. Traditional approaches to categorical data analysis (the Kurskal-Wallis test, for example) are simply not appropriate in a repeated measures context. The appropriateness of the CATMOD analysis combined with its flexibility and use within SAS as a template set of computer code adaptable to the analysis of varying numbers of doses, times, and categories of response make it the analysis of choice for our purposes. Some cautions are necessary and appropriate when considering the data analysis schemes presented in this article. If the number of response categories and time periods is large, the multivariate response profile can become very, very large. Manipulation of the very large resulting contingency tables and mathematical operator matrices can involve expensive computation. Some response profile will not be observed, so there are many 0 cell frequencies in these large tables. There are adjustments that can be implemented to deal with such issues, but the best approach for computational :simplicity is to hold the number of time points and the number of categories of response to an acceptably low number. This is especially true of the descriptive categorical data.
One must also be cognizant of the fact that the categorical procedures employed here for data analysis are based on large sample theory. What constitutes "large" is undefined, but the theorists would most likely not judge the sample sizes we are dealing with to be in that category. analysis regimens), using simulation techniques for example, would be welcomed and is being considered as part of our continuing efforts to improve our data analysis procedures.
The multiplicity of statistical tests used in an FOB experiment naturally raises the question of how to deal with the adjustment (or nonadjustment) of significance levels to account for this multiplicity of testing. This issue is intimately linked with the fact that the FOB is a screening procedure whose intent is to somehow narrow the number of compounds necessary for further testing while avoiding missing potentially harmful ones. The decision function used to combine all these test results into one final declaration of pass-fail on the battery is closely linked to this problem. The final solution has not yet been defined and maybe it cannot be. Perhaps it must be left to the toxicologist's personal integration of the individual test results, the consistency of the results, and the relative importance attached to each test in the battery. At any rate, a battery EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS O F FOB DATA such as the FOB is more a data exploration than a hypothesis-testing situation, and strict establishment of severe significance requirements could defeat the purpose of the screen and would, therefore, be inappropriate. This topic deserves further discussion, but that discussion is more in the realm of the toxicollogists and users of these types of screens than in that of the statistician. Just as laboratory technicians are critical to the experimentation and data collection, computer technicians are critical elements of the test evaluation process of data analysis, especially when such large volumes of fairly complex data analyses are to be dealt with. One must be aware of the level of effort and expertise necessary for data evaluation in such an undertaking and allocate personnel and resources accordingly.
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